The future perfect progressive tense is formed by using will have been followed by the –ing form of the verb. 

I will have been working all night.

Fill in the blanks to complete the sentences in the future perfect progressive.

1. This show will have been ending (will end) at midnight.

2. My family _________________ (will eat) turkey and potatoes for Thanksgiving.

3. Stanley and Rose _________________ (will study) for the history test at the library.

4. My teacher _________________ (will give) us homework tonight.

5. The plumber _________________ (will fix) the sink in our kitchen.

6. Jeff _________________ (will go) to the park to practice baseball with his friends.

7. Our favorite team _________________ (will play) in the finals of the tournament.

8. The workers _________________ (will repair) the street over the summer.

Now try on your own:

1. Form a sentence using the future tense.

__________________________________________________________________________

2. Form a sentence using the future perfect progressive tense.

__________________________________________________________________________
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Answers

1. This show **will have been ending** (will end) at midnight.

2. My family **will have been eating** (will eat) turkey and potatoes for Thanksgiving.

3. Stanley and Rose **will have been studying** (will study) for the history test at the library.

4. My teacher **will have been giving** (will give) us homework tonight.

5. The plumber **will have been fixing** (will fix) the sink in our kitchen.

6. Jeff **will have been going** (will go) to the park to practice baseball with his friends.

7. Our favorite team **will have been playing** (will play) in the finals of the tournament.

8. The workers **will have been repairing** (will repair) the street over the summer.

Now try on your own:

1. Form a sentence using the **future** tense.
   **Answers will vary.**

2. Form a sentence using the **future perfect progressive** tense.
   **Answers will vary.**